control the VGT as an extensible gimbal (Padmanabhan et.al., 1992a) . Figure , , with limits L min and L max . Two stages of six longerons of length L connect the bottom, middle, and top planes. In an ideal VGT module, six struts connect via five spherical joints at each midplane vertex. This is difficult to achieve in practice so an offset S is included in the model. Five constant parameters are required to define the VGT. We will normalize by L so there
L=1 is used since α β , will not change given the above parameters and r results scale by L. L max is related to L min instead of L to facilitate linear actuator specification.
The automatic generation of kinematic design curves for the VGT module requires repeated inverse position kinematics solutions. Padmanabhan et.al. (1992a) , , . This condition enables a straight-forward, closed-form inverse kinematics solution.
Generation of Kinematic Design Curves
VGT module kinematic design curves were generated automatically by computer, using the inverse kinematics solution over the four-dimensional design parameter space. This article assumes several 3-DOF VGT modules will be used to form a long-reach manipulator. In such a manipulator, the α β , range is crucial in maximizing overall workspace and r is less important. Therefore, the extreme α β , angles are maximized in this article. Though r plays a crucial role in maximizing α β , , its range of motion is not maximized For each design parameter set, the gimbal extension r (normalized by L) was varied from r min /L to r max /L in small increments (r min /L and r max /L vary for each case) to find the extreme α β , . For each four-parameter set, β is set to zero, r is fixed and α is increased until the inverse kinematics solution determines one or more L min , L max joint limits are violated. Maximum negative α is then found similarly. The extension output r is incremented to find the next extreme α angles.
Angle β extremes are found in the same manner, with α set to zero. For the VGT modules, an extreme gimbal angle occurs only when the second gimbal angle is held to zero. The constant parameter ranges are chosen to a cover reasonable design space, the center of which is motivated by NASA-built hardware (Rhodes and Mikulas, 1985) :
L 0 /L were generated. Thirty-six α and thirty-six β design charts were created, spanning the design space (
Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the extreme α β , angles versus the normalized gimbal extension r/L, The kinematically-optimal VGT module corresponding to Figs. 5 and 6 is shown in Fig. 7 , with all actuators set to mid-length. For comparison, one of the remaining thirty-five non-optimal cases is shown in Fig. 8 , with insensitivity of output parameters to S is good for practical VGT design because it is difficult to fabricate joints without an offset. However, zero joint offset is preferable because it leads to the highest outputs (only marginally higher than optimal cases with finite offset) and structural characteristics are improved with zero joint offset. effect. The non-optimal module pictured in Fig. 8 is case 22 (similar to case 4).
Conclusion
This article gives a basis for maximizing kinematic motion in three-DOF double-octahedral VGT modules modeled as extensible gimbals. In-parallel-actuated manipulators generally suffer from restricted kinematic motion ranges and thus should be designed to achieve the maximum possible motion. The joint offset parameter was found to have little effect on the output parameters. Only symmetric modules were considered since manipulators should be general-purpose. Parameters for the optimal module are reported subject to the range of parameters considered. The design curves relate how the maximum outputs change for different parameter values. Virtual gimbal angle limits are configuration-dependent since they depend on virtual gimbal extension.
